Hand-woven

Weaving has been part of the human history almost since the beginning of times. The concept is simple: it involves a loom, used to interlace two sets of threads at right angles to each other – the warp, which runs longitudinally – and the weft, that crosses it. At Tapeçarias Ferreira de Sá, we endeavor to create the most exclusive and beautiful woven rugs, without ever neglecting the origins of the ancient art of weaving. For the production of these rugs we use only the finest materials in the hands of the most highly-qualified craftsmanship.

Recently, our creativity and expertise have been brought together to create a brand new collection which includes hand-woven rugs for exterior environments. When summer season is gone, the rugs can easily be moved and installed inside the house, bringing a comfort and color to your home.

Inspired by the sea, our outdoor rugs are produced with the most durable and refined polyester ropes, which combine an incredibly high resistance to sunlight and wear with beauty, color and design. Due to the local industrial and fishing tradition, we have access to the best materials for the production of this kind of rugs. Our Outdoor Collection brings a whole new concept of color, design and stylishness to any exterior environment.
Margarita

colours L1 L6
Kaluha

colours L10 L1
Bellini

colours L14 M5
max. width 5,00m
composition 100% PES

colours L1 M15
max. width 5,00m
composition 100% PES
Caipirinha

colours M16 L37
max. width 5,00m
composition 100% PES

colours M12 L6
max. width 5,00m
composition 100% PES
Daquiri

colours L58 M8
max. width 5.00m
composition 100% PES
Lemonade

colours L11 M7
max. width 5.00m
composition 100% PES

colours L58 M15
max. width 5.00m
composition 100% PES
HAND-WOVEN OUTDOOR
Long Island

colours  M8  
max. width  5,00m  
composition  100% PES  

colours  M14  
max. width  5,00m  
composition  100% PES  

colours  L34  
max. width  5,00m  
composition  100% PES  

HAND-WOVEN OUTDOOR
Margarita

colours L6, L1
max. width 5,00m
composition 100% PES

colours L44
max. width 5,00m
composition 100% PES

colours M3, L5
max. width 5,00m
composition 100% PES
Martini

colours L48 L1
max. width 5.00m
composition 100% PES
Mojito

colours M14 L10
max. width 5,00m
composition 100% PES

colours L10
max. width 5,00m
composition 100% PES
Sangria

colours L43 M10
max. width 5,00m
composition 100% PES

colours L1 M11
max. width 5,00m
composition 100% PES
Seabreeze

colours L34 M13
max. width 5,00m
composition 100% PES

colours M1 M12
max. width 5,00m
composition 100% PES
Spritzer

colours L13 M2
max. width 5,00m
composition 100% PES

colours L6 L9
max. width 5,00m
composition 100% PES